EdgeX Ready Program
Participation Form

Complete this form for each Participant (e.g., company or other entity) that desires to participate in the EdgeX Ready Program and to use the EdgeX Ready Mark. The Project Word Mark and the EdgeX Ready Mark are trademarks of The Linux Foundation. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined shall have the same meanings set forth in the Program Terms.

By signing below and submitting this form to The Linux Foundation (by email to edgexready@edgexfoundry.org or other method made available by The Linux Foundation):

1. The Participant agrees to the Terms and Conditions of the EdgeX Ready Program (the “Program Terms”), available at https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/EdgeX+Ready.
2. If the Participant has not yet done so, the Participant will promptly complete and submit the form at https://www.edgexfoundry.org/join-the-users-ecosystem/ to be listed and to have their name and logo shown in the EdgeX User Ecosystem directory at https://www.edgexfoundry.org/ecosystem/users/.
3. The Participant confirms that it has submitted, or will submit, to the Review Committee the Required Public Materials, and will not make public use of the EdgeX Ready Mark until after receiving approval of verification of the submitted Materials.
4. The Participant acknowledges and agrees that by submitting the Required Public Materials, they are contributing the Required Public Materials to the EdgeX Foundry project under the Apache License, version 2.0 (Apache-2.0) and that the Required Public Materials may be made publicly available under that license.
5. I confirm that I am authorized to make the above statements and to submit this form on behalf of the Participant.

Participant Information

Company / entity name: ____________________________________________
Contact address: ________________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Contact telephone: ____________________________________________
Contact email: ________________________________________________

Signed on behalf of Participant by:

__________________________________
Name: ____________________________
Title: ____________________________
Date: ____________________________